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United States Patent O 
l 

3,414,124 
CONTAINER FOR SHEETLIKE MATERIAL 

Edward J. Lîdgard, Lathrup Village, Mich., assignor to 
Flotepak Corporation, Southfield, Mich., a corporation 
of Michigan 

Filed May 5, 1967, Ser. No. 636,293 
9 Claims. (Cl. 206-62) 

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
An improvement in a packaging and shipping container 

for multiplicity of frangible plates which includes a four 
wall enclosure with transverse supporting logs and unique 
means on the edge of the plates to frictionally engage the 
same and to mechanically lock with a log on one of the 
walls in a manner to secure the plates against endwise dis 
placement, interlock the plates, and also space the plates. 

This invention relates to a container for sheetlike ma 
terial such as glass and lmore particularly to a container 
which facilitates the handling and storing of a plurality 
of relatively thin sheets of material such as glass. An eX 
ample of use of the invention is in the shipping and storing 
of curving sheets of glass such as windshields and rear 
window lights for automobiles. 

Reference is made to U.S. Patent No. 2,919,022, issued 
to Edward J. Lidgard on Dec. 29, 1959, wherein the gen 
eral type of container under consideration is described in 
detail. 

Recent changes in automotive design have resulted in 
windshields and «back window lights which have less cur 
vature than those of previous models. This has resulted 
in slightly different requirements for packing and has per 
-mitted the closer spacing of windshields, for example. 
The present invention contemplates improved packing 

elements in combination which provide adequate support 
and protection for the sheets in transit and provide a 
structure which not only can be loaded and unloaded 
more easily but which is materially reduced in size. The 
package can be used for storage and stock release and, 
because of its structure, it permits edge access to the glass 
while horizontal and thus it reduces the warehouse re 
quirements as well as lthe weight of shipping. 

In addition, the assembly results in cost reduction be 
cause of the easier loading and the novel components of 
the structure which not only are designed for quick ap 
plication and serve to provide endwise locking but also 
permit each panel to support the next panel in the overall 
package. In addition, the device may be adapted to varied 
spacing of parts where this is required and is adaptable 
to assembling any required number of panels that are to 
be shipped in a particular unit. 

Other objects and features of ̀ the invention will be ap 
parent in the following description and claims wherein 
the principles of the invention are set out together with 
the use thereof in connection with the best mode of the 
invention persently contemplated. 
Drawings accompanying the disclosure and the various 

views thereof may be brieñy described as: 
FIGURE l, a view of the container looking in one side 

with the container in a position for loading. 
FIGURE 2, another view of the container positioned 

horizontally in upright shipping position. 
FIGURE 3, an enlarged portion of one corner of the 

top wall of the container ilustrating the manner in which 
a glass panel is oriented longitudinally relative to the 
container. 
FIGURE 4, a View of a blank of a holding component 

which is utilized for endwise positioning. 
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FIGURE 5, a View of the holding component partially 

folded. 
FIGURE 6, a sectional view adjacent a wall of a con 

tainer showing the longitudinal positioning component in 
assembly. 
FIGURE 7, a sectional View on line 7--7 of FIG 

URE 6. 
FIGURE 8, a segmental view on line 8-8 of FIGURE 

6 showing a plurality of panels in position. 
FIGURE 9, a view showing spacer inserts between 

stacked plates. 
FIGURE 10, a view of a spacer which may be utilized 

by ythe loaded plates where this is desirable to avoid stress 
loading. 
FIGURE l1, a view of a modified container using the 

principles of the invention. 
FIGURE 12, a modified container assembly showing 

top clearance. 
FIGURE 13, an enlarged sectional view showing the 

manner of interlock of holding components. 
FIGURE 14, a perspective view of interlocked holding 

components. 
Referring to the drawings, the container which' is uti 

lized for shipping the multiplicity of glass plates is shown 
in FIGURES l and 2. FIGURE 2 actually shows the box 
in shipping position wherein the wall panel 20, formed 
of crating or corrugated cardboard, has a dense cellotex 
or Wood log 22 extending transversely of the box and 
securely located in spaced relation to the end by two 
slats 24 and 26 which are stapled or glued to the wall of 
the box. A similar structure is located at each end. This 
log 22 is the load carrying log on the bottom of the 
structure when in shipping position and supports the edges 
of the glass plates. 
The opposite ltop panel of the container is shown at 

30 with another log 32 suitably positioned by slats 34 and 
36 adjacent each end. The container is suitably closed 
by end panels 38 and 40. In FIGURE 1, the side walls of 
the box 42 and 44 are shown, again each with slats 46 and 
48, which locate corrugated log spacers 50 and 52 at the 
bottom and the top respectively. It will be seen that these 
spacers may be formed from a single rectangular log 
which is cut at an angle so that surface 54 at the ‘bottom 
complements the curve of the panels to be shipped and 
surface 56 at the top similarly complements the panels. 
The height of the log for a particular container may be 
selected when the number of sheets to be packed is 
known. The package can thus be loaded with any desired 
number depending on the requirements of the addressee. 
The container assembly is preferably loaded as it is 

positioned in FIGURE 1 with the panel 42 resting hori 
zontally on a suitable support 58. In FIGURE 4, the stabi 
lizers 60 are shown which serve to establish the position 
of the glass panels longitudinally of the assembly. As 
shown in the blank form, the rectangular hard cardboard 
panel 60 has a pre-impressed double fold 62 longitudinally 
thereof substantially centrally of the panel with a U 
shaped cut 64 which actually provides an opening in the 
device. A-llap 66 is formed with a pre-impressed double 
fold mark 68 at the base and angled side cuts 70 with a 
truncating cut 72. 
The cut 64 has a slight indentation at each side to 

form shoulders 65 spaced from the base of the cut, and 
the llap 66 is cut to form extending shoulders or barbs 
67 reasonably near the base or fold point ̀ 68 of the flap. 
A strip of adhesive material 74 is positioned along the 

bottom edge of the stabilizer as shown in FIGURE 4. 
When the ̀ device is folded ready for application, it appears 
as in FIGURE 5 but closed a little more with the flap 66 
extending through opening 76 where the barbs 67 latch 
against the narrowed opening below the shoulders 65. The 
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barbs 67 passreadily through the wider portion of the 
opening` 76 and then when the flap 66 is folded outside 
the wall portion 77, the barbs 67 latch over the edges of 
the narrowed portion of opening 76 to hold the stabilizer 
in partially closed position ready for assembly. The above 
described construction of the stabilizers 60 makes it »pos 
sible to prepare the stabilizers in advance for assembly 
in a semi-fold position and they will lock together in a 
position closed a little more than the position shown in 
FIGURE 5 ready for quick application to the edge of a 
glass as it is projected into the container. 
The opening 76, because of the cuts 64 and 70, pro 

vides a rectangular opening in the folded edge of the sta 
bilizer 60 which interñts with the load-carrying log 22 
adjacent the panel 20 of the structure. When the stabilizer 
is applied to the glass, the loop formed by the iiap A66 will 
engage the edge of the glass, and the adhesive 74 will 
cling to the glass to provide substantial resistance against 
any tendency to move the stabilizer lengthwise of the 
glass. As soon as the weight of the glass is placed on the 
side 77 and the flap 66, the stabilizer is held in fully 
folded position. 
As the sheets are loaded, as shown in FIGURE 1, the 

iirst panel 80 has two stabilizers 60 which are applied as 
shown in FIGURE 6 by a fold over the edge of the panel 
and the U-shaped recess created by flap 66 indicated gen 
erally at 82 serves as a locating socket for the upper edge 
S4 of the panel 80. This leaves the notched portion of the 
stabilizer 60 extending outwardly from the edge of the 
panel 80 so that it may interñt with the log 22. 
As shown in FIGURE 1, the additional panels may be 

then loaded into the container, the next panel being 82a 
and the last panel being 8211. When the container is corn 
pletely loaded, the log 52 is applied to take up the re 
mainder of the space between the last panel 821i and the 
wall 44. When this is accomplished, the panel 30 of the 
box can then be applied to close the container. As each 
plate or sheet is inserted with the stabilizers 60 on the 
leading edge interiitting against the logs 22, a U-shaped 
pad of protective material 86 is applied at two places to 
the outer edge of alternate panels as they are inserted to 
space the panels at these outer edges in a manner similar 
to the spacing at the inner edges at the stabilizer 60 and 
in a position to register with the logs 32 in a ñnal assem 
bly. Thus, the stabilizers stack one on top of each other 
as shown in FIGURE 8 and the U-shaped members 86 
also stack holding each other securely against dislodgment. 
The entire assembly, then, of container walls, spacer 

stabilizers, and stacked sheets forms a unified stable con 
struction in which each part contributes to the strength 
and rigidity of the whole. 

In FIGURE 10, a U-shaped spacer element 90 is shown 
and this may have a Varied thickness either as a dimension 
such as shown as A or a dimension shown as B. These 
spacers can be supplied in varied thicknesses to permit in~ 
sertion between the stabilizers 60 and the protective pads 
to space certain panels that might otherwise contact each 
other because of the inherent curvature. These spacers can 
have a gummed surface, if desired, to prevent dislodg 
ment. FIGURE 8 shows the manner in which the panels 
and the stabilizers 60 are stacked directly on each other. 
FIGURE 9 shows the use of spacers 90 between the stabi 
lizers 60. 

It will thus be seen that when the entire container is 
completed, there are rigid logs adjacent each wall which 
securely positioned the load within »the container. The 
stabilizer elements 60, which are very rapidly applied, 
serve not only to space the panels from each other but 
also have the provision of a notched portion projecting 
from the assembly which securely engages the load-carry 
ing logs 22 and thus the entire assembly is locked against 
shifting within the container. Since this assembly permits 
insertion of the plates horizontally, as shown in FIGURE 
l, it has been found that it is much easier >for an operator 
to install the plates as distinguished from lowering them 
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4 
edgewise into a box. As the panels stack up, each one on 
top holds the stabilizer unit of the one on the bottom in 
position and securely presses the adhesive portion 74 in_to 
engagement with the glass surface. The adhesive portion 
can be any material which has a non-etching relationship 
to the glass. Upon receipt of the assembly at the destina 
tion, the side 30 can be removed and the container stacked 
horizontally for ready access of any particular panel as 
needed. . . 

lIn FIGURE 11, a modified outer structure is shown 
and slightly dilîerent panel curvature. Base logs 122 are 
held in place by slats 124, 126 on base panel 120 While 
at the top of the container, in shipping position, the panel 
130 carries log 132 positioned by slats 134, 136. Ends 138 
and 140 are provided and the side logs and side walls are 
constructed as shown in FIGURE 1. The side logs 50 and 
52 of FIGURE l, and the corresponding logs of FIGURE 
11 can be cut with a compound curvature when needed 
to tit the longitudinal and transverse curve of the panels. 
FIGURE 12 shows a cross section of the container of 

FIGURE l1 but with a modified load. Side walls are 
formed, as are the top and bottom walls, of flat wide slats 
and the side logs 150, 152 are interpositioned between bot 
tom and top logs 122, 132. The previously described inter 
lock stabilizer 60 is shown engaging log 122 and top pads 
84 are hairpinned over the top edge of the panels 180. A 
metal strap 182 can be used if desired to lock in the 
»top log if the container happens to be higher than the 
particular panels being shipped as shown in FIGURE 12. 
The strap passes over a wood strip 184 which bears on 
the log 132. End caps 188 are placed on every other panel 
to afr’ord additional shock protection in handling the 
panels in loading and unloading. 

It will thus be seen that the positioning logs need not 
be notched to prevent side or transverse movement of 
the panels. The stabilizer pads 60 lock the panels against 
endwise movement and the panels themselves nestle to 
gether to hold the pads closed. The side logs 50, 52 of 
FIGURE 1 and 150, 152 of FIGURE 12 complete the 
transverse stabilization. When the assembly is opened and 
a panel removed, the pads 60 are readily opened and 
stripped from the glass. 
The holding component or stabilizer unit 60 is used in 

a slightly different manner in FIGURES ll `to 14. As 
shown in FIGURE 12, for example, the tab 66 is eX 
tended outwardly normal to the general disposition of 
the stabilizer unit so that it ñts against the top edge of 
the log 122. Thus, the tabs 66 overlap as shown in FIG 
URE 13 and overlie each other to form a continuous pad 
of substantially three thicknesses and possibly more de 
pending on the length of the tab 66 between the edge of 
the plates 180 and the surface of the log. Each tab 66 
interíits into the notch of the next adjacent stabilizer unit 
60 and so on so that all of the stabilizer units are locked 
together against displacement by reason of this positioning. 

Also, as shown in FIGURE 14, the shoulder 67 of each 
tab will position in such a way that it will engage the 
adjacent wall of the next component 60. The space, for 
example, shown in FIGURE 14 inside the shoulder 67'is 
sufficient to receive the adjacent wall of the next mem 
ber 60. In FIGURE 13, for example, the tab 66a will lock 
with the wall 60a of the second component 60 and the 
shoulder 67 of the tab 66h will engage with the wall 6012 
of the third component 60 and so on. Thus, all of the 
components are interengaged against separation by the 
shoulder 67 and against relative longitudinal displacement 
by the interlock of the tabs as they pass through the re 
spective notches of the adjacent stabilizer unit 60 across 
the package. Thus, the entire set of glass plates which are 
joined together, one at a time as the package is assembled, 
becomes a unified component in the completed package. 
What is claimed as new is as follows: 
1. An endwise panel stabilizer for use in a plural plate 

glass pack comprising a stabilizer and spacer sheet hav 
ing an opening centrally thereof substantially bisected by 
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a fold in said element, and a lock tab hinged by a fold at 
one edge of said opening having shoulder barbs adjacent 
the hinge part to engage edges of said opening to lock said 
sheet in partially folded condition for assembly. 

2. A device as defined in claim 1 in which said opening 
in said stabilizer sheet is narrowed at a portion re-mote 
from the hinge area of said tab to provide edges to engage 
said shoulder barbs of said tab. 

3. A protective shipping and storage container for 
frangible plates such as glass which comprises, in com 
bination, a four-wall enclosure formed of two pairs of 
opposed walls, each of said walls having a pair of trans 
versely extending support logs secured against displace 
ment on said respective walls, said logs on one pair of 
opposed walls being positioned to contact the opposed 
edges of said plates, said logs on the other pair of opposed 
walls being positioned to contact the outside opposed 
surfaces of a plurality of stacked plates, and means on 
the edge of said plates to frictionally engage each plate 
securely, said means being positioned adjacent each other 
and shaped to mechanically lock with each other and 
with a log on one of said walls to lock said plates against 
endwise displacement within said container. 

4. A device as defined in claim 3 in which said means 
comprises a stabilizer and spacer sheet having an opening 
centrally thereof bisected by a fold in said element, and 
a lock tab hinged by a fold at one edge of said opening, 
having means to engage edges of said opening to lock 
said sheet in partially folded condition prior to assembly 
and to lock said stabilizers to each other in final assembly, 
said tabs being disposed to underlie tabs of adjacent units 
progressively to form a continuous pad between said 
plates and said log. 

5. A protective shipping and storage container for 
frangible plates such as glass which comprises, in com 
bination, a four-wall enclosure formed of two pairs of 
opposed walls, each of said walls having a pair of trans 
versely extending support logs secured against displace 
ment on said respective walls, said logs on one pair of 
opposed walls being positioned to contact the opposed 
edges of said plates, said logs on the other pair of opposed 
walls being positioned to contact the outside opposed sur 
faces of a plurality of stacked plates, and means on the 
edge of said plates to frictionally engage each plate secure 
ly and shaped to mechanically lock with a log on one of 
said walls to lock said plates against endwise displacement 
within said container, said means comprising a stabilizer 
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and spacer sheet having an opening centrally thereof sub 
stantially bisected by a fold in said element, and a lock 
tab hinged by a fold at one edge of said opening, having 
shoulder barbs adjacent the hinge part to engage edges of 
said opening to lock said sheet in partially folded condi 
tion for assembly. 

6. A device as defined in claim 5 in which said open 
ing in said stabilizer sheet is narrowed at a portion re 
mote from the hinge area of said tab to provide edges to 
engage said shoulder barbs of said tab. 

7. A protective shipping and storage container for 
frangible plates such as glass which comprises, in com 
bination, a four-wall enclosure formed of two pairs of 
opposed walls, a pair of transversely extending support 
logs secured against displacement on at least one of said 
walls, said logs being positioned to contact and support 
edges of said plates, means at the others of said walls to 
locate said plates against lateral displacement, and means 
on the edge of each said plates adjacent said logs to fric 
tionally engage each plate securely, said means being posi 
tioned adjacent each other and shaped to mechanically 
lock with each other and with a log to lock plates against 
endwise displacement. 

8. A device as defined `in claim 7 in which said last 
means comprises a stabilizer and spacer sheet having an 
opening therein, said sheet being folded across said open 
ing to form a notch at one edge, and a lock tab hinged by 
a fold at one edge of said opening, said tab having a 
length wherein it will project toward and through ad 
jacent openings of adjacent folded stabilizer sheets and 
overlie similarly projecting tabs on adjacent sheets on a 
supporting side of a support log, the tabs being dimen 
sioned to engage the edges of said opening to interlock the 
adjacent sheets, the notches of which are in engagement 
with a log. 

9. A device as defined in claim 8 on which the tabs 
have barbs on the edges thereof to engage and interlock 
with one Wall of an adjacent folded sheet. 
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